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Christmas Overload

by Elise Conley ~ Composition Editor

A third-year civil engineering student is in a Christmas-induced coma,
sources report. Matthew Stevenson
from Midland, MI is in critical condition after listening to Christmas music
while decorating a Christmas tree
while a marathon of Christmas movies played in the background.
Authorities report a 911 call at approximately 6pm, with an ambulance
dispatched to the scene. Stevenson
was lying on the floor, mumbling
carols with one candy cane in each
nostril. His housemates realized what
was wrong the minute they returned
from Mont Ripley.
“We came into the house and
smelled gingerbread, peppermint,
and cookies. We knew then that
he’d been baking all day. When we
heard Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, we immediately called 911. I
mean, there’s no way that’s healthy.”
Stevenson is expected to make a full
recovery as Christmas works its way
out of his system. Reportedly, he is
receiving intravenous insulin to help
deal with all of the manufactured
sugar he consumed aurally, orally,
and visually.
“We are very optimistic about Mr.
see Archibald on back

Finals are just a week away...

Monday, 08 December 2013

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like finals!

MONDAY PUNDAY!
Holiday Party Turns Gruesome

It’s simple. Every Monday, we’ll publish a visual pun and a hint. The
solution will be in the next Monday’s Bull with a new pun.

by Chase ‘Cupcake’ Peterson ~ Daily Bull

There were no survivors last Wednesday after the annual Daily Bull Christmas
Party. The only record that was left were the multiple receipts from hookers,
Domino’s, and the partial remains of a moose. The authorities were able to
track down some video footage of the night in question, but all who have
view the tape have immediately shat themselves in disgust. “What those
people did with the one legged hooker and the moose was horrific” one
police officer said “I mean where did they even get that much marshmallow
creme?!” she exclaimed.
The police were able to piece the rest of the night together from various
bodily fluid stains, along with drag marks, and broken furniture. “Apparently
the night started off innocently enough,” a raspy voiced detective observed,
“just a couple of college kids watching Youtube videos and eating pizza”
he continued. The detective went on to explain that it looked like it was
a gradual degradation that started when an unnamed senior smuggled in a
dozen bottles of absinthe into the meeting. “I’m sure it started off innocently
enough, people taking bottle pulls and just laughing and having a good time”
he recounted “but things seemed to get out of hand when a particularly
intense game of truth or dare erupted into a full blown Bacchanalia of biblical
proportions, after that things get a little fuzzy.”
Luckily for the Bull, two of its staffers were busy “studying” for finals at an
undisclosed location in Walker. The two, while sweaty, breathing hard and in
various states of dress, could not offer any more insight as to what happened
that fateful night. “We were at the party for the first couple hours” the female
staffer began, “things were pretty normal, then the dude brought some weird
green booze in that tasted like licorice and things started to get a little crazy”
she continued. “After we had a few drinks I guess we must have wandered
away from the party to go study for our anatomy final.” The two staffers declined any further comment stating that they had a “metric fuckton of work”
to do to get the next few issues of the Bull ready and replace the rest of the
see Ferdinand on back
Like I’ve said many times before, I’m always more likely to remember goals for their importance
rather than if they’re beautiful or not.
Lionel Messi

Close your eyes and count to ten

Last week’s answer: Cow Tipping
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Buy One Medium Pizza, Get
Another Medium for Half Price!
www.thestudiopizza.com
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Stevenson’s chances for recovery. Thankfully, we caught the disease very
quickly. With some medication, monitoring, and lifelong therapy, he should
be able to cope with the holiday season in a few short decades.”.
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Sucks to suck, bro.

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication is
printed on. We would also like to thank the Student
Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper and
toner costs. And our vuvuzelas.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu
Hey, hey you! Listen!
We’re online! Check us out, yo
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staff that died that fateful night that will truly go down as one of The Daily Bull’s
best holiday parties, and also its darkest day.

